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Abstract
Browning of inland waters has been noted over large parts of the Northern hemisphere and is
a phenomenon with both ecological and societal consequences. The increase in water color is
generally ascribed to increasing concentrations of dissolved organic matter (cDOM) of
terrestrial origin. Changes in water color will have profound effects on the phytoplankton
composition in freshwater systems. Here, I examined the effect of changes in water color
associated with coloured DOM (cDOM) on red and green phenotypes of the cyanobacterium,
Pseudanabaena, which emerged to surface blooms in Dickson Lake (Algonquin Provincial
Park, Ontario) in the summer of 2014. Results presented here indicated that: (A) the
increased level of cDOM had little effect on the growth and photosynthetic activity of either
phenotype when grown independently, suggesting that lake browning was a benign, rather
than selective, ecological driver; and (B) neither phenotype achieved a competitive advantage
when the two phenotypes were grown together under defined cDOM regimes suggesting
coexistence of both phenotypes. These findings temper the ideas that, with climate change,
only specific bloom forming cyanobacteria will prevail, as both phenotypes of
Pseudanabaena were present and showed the ability to co-exist. Cyanobacteria of this genera
are likely to thrive under warmer and browner conditions due to their photosynthetic pigment
composition that allows them to capture light at a variety of wavelengths.

Keywords
cDOM, cyanobacteria, Dickson Lake, harmful algal blooms, lake browning, light quality,
light quantity, phycocyanin, phycoerythrin, Pseudanabaena
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Summary for Lay Audience
Climate changes are having a profound impact on many of the Earth’s ecosystems. In
northern lakes, these changes have led to the emergence of cyanobacteria blooms. For
unknown reasons, red and green phenotypes of the cyanobacterium Pseudanabaena emerged
in one northern lake, Dickson Lake in Algonquin Park, Ontario. Climate warming has
enhanced the “browning” of lakes, reflecting an increase in the loading of terrestrial organic
matter to lakes. Red phenotypes have photosynthetic pigments that absorb blue and violet
colors of the visible spectrum, while green phenotypes contain photosynthetic pigments that
absorb red and orange wavelengths. Browning decreases the amount of light and changes the
availability of specific colors found in white light. My thesis aimed to understand the
behavior of these cyanobacteria in response to browning; specifically, does browning favor
one phenotype over the other, or do both coexist? My findings show that browning had little
effect on the growth and photosynthetic activity of green and red phenotypes. Both
cyanobacteria can coexist, indicating that cyanobacteria can thrive in warmer and browner
waters associated with climate change.
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1

INTRODUCTION
1.1

Problem Statement

Human activities, through the burning of fossil fuels and the emission of CO2, are
altering our atmosphere (Steffen et al., 2007), and, as a consequence, will significantly
affect both aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems through an assortment of direct and indirect
mechanisms. Oceans are impacted by climate change, as about 30 to 40% of all the CO2
released into the atmosphere is dissolved into the surface oceans (as a gas or as
photosynthetically-generated particles) (Millero, 1995, Freely et al., 2005). The increased
levels of anthropogenically generated CaCO3 dissolved in the surface waters, an unstable
form of alkalinity, react with water molecules forming hydrogen and bicarbonate ions
(with carbonic acid as intermediary). “Ocean acidification” leads to a series of chemical,
biochemical and physiological responses due to an altered supply of hydrogen ion
concentrations (Wells et al., 2016). Forest ecosystems are impacted by climate change
through the interactive effects of changes in the concentration of CO2 needed for
photosynthesis and changes in temperature that control the metabolic generation and use
of carbon-formed metabolites (Kirschbaum, 2004, Drake et al., 2007). Forests are also
impacted by water supply changes associated with elevated levels of atmospheric CO2
loading on nutrient regeneration, therefore altering nutrient availability in these systems.
(Kirschbaum, 2004, Ainsworth & Long, 2005, Kirschbaum, 2011). On forested
landscapes, climate change effects on lakes, which are terrestrially-influenced aquatic
systems, are potentially more complicated than that of either forests or oceans. For
example, controversy remains as to whether the absorption of anthropogenicallyproduced CO2 modifies the freshwater ecology (similar to ocean acidification) (Weiss et
al., 2018) or if the low alkalinity of lakes limits the impact of lake acidification
(Malgorzata et al. 2017). While there is less controversy as to whether changes in
regional temperature patterns and temperature extremes impact the ecology of lakes
(Paerl & Huisman, 2008), the temperature influence is alternatively moderated or
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intensified by the anthropogenically-modified release of terrestrial nutrients which will
lead to modifications in the composition cDOM (von Wachenfeldt et al., 2008).
Lakes have been established as “sentinel” ecosystems to show the effects of
climate change on ecosystems (Adrian et al., 2009, Williamson et al., 2009a, b). In the
simplest version, climate factors that influence the base of the lake food chain –
phytoplankton– were predictable (i.e., temperature, light, and nutrients). In northern lakes
two trends emerged: lakes were browning (Monteith et al., 2007, Couture et al., 2012,
Monteith, et al., 2007) and cyanobacteria dominated the phytoplankton population
(Jeppesen et al., 2007, O’Neil et al., 2012). The connection of these two ecological
responses remains unclear – and perhaps contradictory. Browning is the contribution of
colored dissolved organic matter (cDOM) to freshwater systems originated from the
catchment. cDOM alters the light regime of lakes, by attenuating photosynthetically
active radiation (PAR) and thereby increasing heat storage in the surface waters but
reducing productivity (Bukaveckas & Robbins-Forbes, 2000; Caplanne & Laurion,
2008). cDOM also alters the nutrient regime of lakes by serving as a direct source of
organic nutrients to the lake, and an indirect source of inorganic nutrients that are bound
and transported to the lake (Jones, et al., 1999; Reche et al., 1998). Many of these cDOM
driven alterations to the light and nutrient regimes of lakes may contribute to the
domination of cyanobacteria in a warmer lake systems that are enriched by both
inorganic and organic nutrients. It is not surprising then that many scientific
prognosticators discuss the emerging threat of cyanobacteria in temperate and more
northern lakes (Elliott, 2012; O’Neil et al., 2012; Harke et al., 2016; Glibert, 2019).
The complex nexus of climate change, browning and cyanobacteria place
northern lakes at risk of change even without the direct impact of anthropogenic activities
that lead to nutrient enrichment of lakes (Monteith et al., 2007). This thesis explores this
complex nexus by testing the growth response of two bloom-forming cyanobacteria
species under browning. The premise of this thesis is that these cyanobacteria species
dominated the competing phytoplankton by growing faster when the waters browner – a
condition that is predicted to become more extensive with future climate change (Taipale
et al., 2016).
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1.2

Climate change effects on lakes

Predicting climate change effects on phytoplankton requires understanding the complex
nature of the physical and chemical changes of the environment and the physiological
responses of phytoplankton to these changes. For example, temperature is the leading
driver of climate change due to the increased latent capacity for heat of the higher
concentration of CO2 leading to increased temperature in the lower atmosphere.
Phytoplankton can be directly impacted by the higher temperatures, as seen in modern
explanations of cyanobacteria blooms where researchers accept the “blooms like it hot”
slogan to explain cyanobacterial dominance (Paerl & Huisman, 2008). But temperature
also affects the initiation and longevity of the “growth” season within lakes (“ice on” and
“ice off”) and the stability of the thermocline of the lake, creating a stronger and longer
barrier between the surface waters of nutrient use and the lower waters of nutrient
regeneration (Larkum et al., 2003; Woodward et al., 2010). Less appreciated are climate
change effects on the catchment’s nutrient flows into the lake, which in turn effect light
and nutrient availability for photosynthesis in a lake.

1.3

Browning influences physical and chemical properties

Allochthonous (also referred to as terrestrial) cDOM represents organic material from the
surrounding catchment while autochthonous cDOM is produced within the lake. DOM is
a mixture composed of aromatic and aliphatic compounds that are colloids or soluble,
with an operational definition of DOM that can pass through a filter ranging between 0.2
and 0.7 m, but usually 0.45 m (Xu & Guo, 2017). There are several factors which
explain increased levels of cDOM in surface waters. Declines in sulfur deposition lead to
changes in soil and surface water acidity, nitrogen deposition, variation in hydrology and
precipitation, as well as all as a combination of these factors (Pagano et al., 2014).
Increases in precipitation coupled with shorter hydrological residence times is believed to
affect the composition and concentration of cDOM, specifically where allochthonous
cDOM loading rates are greater than autochthonous DOM production. In-lake uptake and
processing of cDOM are believed to be also affected by the timing of precipitation. New
supplies of allochthonous cDOM, originating from forests, will be flushed into lakes due
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to spring melt and autumn storms. Furthermore, amino acids and carbohydrates from
allochthonous cDOM are preferably removed by bacteria due to its higher photolability in
comparison to autochthonous DOM (Berggren et al., 2010).
Browning – through its influences on light and nutrient (associated with DOM)
conditions – is associated with an increase in the frequency of cyanobacterial blooms
(termed cyanoHABs) in freshwater lakes.
With regards to light, colors of natural waters are a result of the scattering of light
upwards from water, after it has passed through various depths of the system and has
undergone selective absorption en route (Wetzel, 2001). When white light enters a clear
water system, the various wavelengths of the visible spectrum will be distributed
uniquely; all colors of the visible spectrum will be found at the surface waters but in
different proportions. In lakes, longer wavelengths will generally be found closer to the
surface while shorter wavelengths will mainly be found at the lake’s deeper depths due to
differential attenuation of light energy by water molecules (Pegau et al., 1997). The type
of pigment found in phytoplankton will determine their niche location within the lake.
Phycocyanin-rich cyanobacteria will be found at the surface of the lake as the pigment
phycocyanin (PC) absorbs the longer wavelength red. Phycoerythrin-rich cyanobacteria
will be found at deeper depths as phycoerythrin (PE) will absorb shorter wavelengths.
The attenuation of light usually requires deep lakes as the attenuation differences
are small in comparison to shallower lakes (Pegau et al., 1997) but lakes that are colored
with dissolved material will absorb light more quickly than lakes with lower DOM and
the light quality differences would shift rapidly in the water column. In northern
temperate freshwater lakes, light is attenuated with the addition of allochthonous DOM
(Creed et al., 2018). Increased levels of cDOM have led to waters changing into a
“brown” color, which has shown to affect light penetration within and lakes therefore its
availability for aquatic organisms. The humic portion of cDOM has light attenuating
properties, specifically by absorbing the shorter wavelengths (i.e., blue and purple) of the
visible spectrum (Jones, 1992). The light attenuation properties of cDOM lead to the
absorption of photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) and this absorption forms a
positive feedback leading to warmer surface temperatures (Porcal et al., 2009; Solomon
et al. 2015), but making the deeper waters cooler. Brown lakes will have a more stable
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and shallower thermocline, leading to a reduction in nutrient mixing from deeper layers
and a more restricted photic zone (Houser, 2006).
With regards to nutrients, lake browning increases the availability and
concentrations of C, N, P (macronutrients) and of Fe (micronutrient), which leads to an
enhancement in brown colouration and cycling within the waters (Jones & Lennon, 2015;
Solomon et al., 2015). Terrestrial DOM leads to increased primary production in lakes
via phytoplankton growth due to its ability to serve as a nutrient vector for macronutrients
and micronutrients (Tanentzap et al., 2014). However, since DOM absorbs light, there are
limits to the extent that terrestrial DOM will promote primary production (Karlsson et al.,
2009). In a clear, nutrient-poor lake, a rise in DOM will initially increase the system’s
primary production (Seekell et al., 2015; Thrane et al., 2014) but, eventually, the light
attenuating properties of DOM will override its beneficial effects (Finstad et al., 2014;
Seekell et al., 2015; Thrane et al., 2014). A shift from autotrophic-based to heterotrophicbased production will occur leading to a reduction in energy transfer and lower biomass
of higher trophic levels and a change from benthic to pelagic-driven productivity (Ask et
al., 2009; Karlsson et al., 2009; Kissman et al., 2017). With the exception of shallow
lakes which are exposed to high levels of light, allochthonous cDOM will lead to lower
production conditions and, organisms from the higher trophic levels will be more
dependent on terrestrial sources of organic matter (Craig et al., 2015; Jones et al., 2012,
Karlsson et al., 2015; Kelly et al., 2014).

1.4

Browning influences phytoplankton performance

While light quantity is critical for driving phytoplankton photosynthesis, changes in
spectral quality will affect phytoplankton location in a freshwater system and within
major phytoplankton groups. Accessory pigments observed among phytoplankton allow
species to exploit different parts of the visible light spectrum, and thus provide
opportunities for niche-differentiation (Falkowski et al., 2004). PE-rich cyanobacteria—a
red phenotype—absorb in the green-yellow spectrum, whereas PC-rich cyanobacteria—a
green phenotype—absorb light in the orange-red spectrum (Stomp et al., 2007). In nature,
red and green phenotypes can coexist as each organism is specialized for utilizing
different wavelengths within the visible light spectrum—a form of resource partitioning.
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In clear water environments, shorter wavelengths prevail and penetrate deeper into the
water column; therefore, shorter wavelengths (i.e., green and yellow) absorbed by PE are
more readily available and, as a result, PE-rich organisms are generally more abundant
(Stomp et al., 2007). In contrast, increased subsidies of terrestrially-derived cDOM result
in the rapid attenuation of shorter wavelengths, resulting in the prevalence of longer
wavelengths (i.e., orange and red) (Pagano et al., 2014). A predominately orange-red
light climate favors PC- rich organisms, as PC is designed for absorbs in the longer
wavelengths of the visible spectrum.

1.5

Dickson Lake – A Scientific Research Opportunity

The combination of changes in factors caused by climate change can potentially lead to
unexpected events within northern lakes. It is the combinatorial nature of the drivers that
makes the elucidation of climate effects on the biota an experimental challenge (Wells et
al., 2018). One alternative to experimental changes is the use of “lakes of opportunity”
where climate change will have immediate impacts on these systems. Given the global
nature of climate changes, these lakes of opportunity are somewhat rare – but still in the
mindset of scientists.
One lake of interests for aquatic ecologists is Dickson Lake - (45°48´ N, 78°13´
W) The lake has a surface area of 10.02 km2, a maximum depth of 18.6 m and a drainage
area of 58.4 km2 – and is found in remote southeastern edge of Algonquin Park. While
this lake is changing due to climate drivers in a fashion similar to the hundreds of isolated
lakes in the semi-protected are, the lake underwent an ecological change predicted by the
“Blooms like it hot / Blooms like it long” model, highlighting that climate change is a
potent catalyst for bloom expansion – the shift from eukaryotic primary producers to
cyanobacteria. In September 2014, an unpredicted cyanobacterial bloom in Dickson
Lake, occurred. There is an extreme concern because the causes of the emergence of this
potentially harmful cyanobacterium are unknown and there are few human activities
(except for camping) taking place within and in the surroundings of the lake. Dickson
Lake has since been closed to camping activities because of the high amounts of
cyanobacteria in the lake (The Friends of Algonquin Park, 2015).
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The exact drivers of the cyanoHAB in Dickson Lake are not well understood. The
onset of the bloom corresponded to the rupture of a large beaver dam enclose in the
catchment. It is hypothesized that the warm, DOC-rich waters entered the surface of the
lake forming a nutrient-poor, DOC-rich warm water epilimnion. Phytoplankton that could
survive the new epilimnion must, therefore, be able to scavenge light that has been
attenuated by the higher levels of DOC, thrive in warmer waters than before the dam
rupture (surface waters in the catchment would be warmer due to both geologic and
photochemical mechanisms), and compete against other phytoplankton for lower levels
of available inorganic nutrients. Thus, for this period Dickson Lake represents a scenario
similar to Northern temperate lakes based on our present understanding of climate change
(Creed et al., 2018; Wells et al., 2018; Favot et al., 2019).
The Dickson Lake bloom was dominated by two genera of cyanobacteria:
Dolichospermum sp. (a genus previously called Anabaena) and two forms of
Pseudanabaena sp. (red and green phenotypes). In the green phenotype, the accessory
pigment PC is found (absorbance maximum = 630 nm) but PE is absent. In the red
phenotype, the dominant accessory pigment is PE (absorbance maximum = 570 nm),
with PC found at low concentrations (see Appendix A; K. Erratt et al. Unpubl. Data).
Genetic analysis showed that the red phenotype is closely related to Pseudanabaena
redekei (recently renamed as Limnothrix redekei) and the green strain shows genetic
resemblances to Pseudanabaena biceps PCC 7429 and to Arthronema gigaxiana (Ferrara
et al., 2018). Morphological analysis show that though both organisms are phenotypes
from a similar genus, the cell length and filament length were significantly higher for the
green organism while the cell width is significantly higher for the red species (see
Appendix B).
Dickson Lake was the only lake in the region to undergo this transformation.
Somewhere in the unprecedented changes in the lake drivers is the key for understanding
the selection of the eukaryotic primary producer population to the less desirable
cyanobacteria. It was asking this question that initiated this study.
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1.6

Thesis Hypotheses, Goals and Predictions

Due to continued browning of freshwater lakes, it is important to understand whether the
addition of DOM will promote or decrease cyanobacterium growth, and which specific
cyanobacterium will show dominance in these new environments. The goal of this study
is to understand whether DOM loading to freshwater lakes affects dominance of
cyanobacteria and in the selection of specific phenotypes of Pseudanabaena. I
hypothesize that changes in the spectral-light availability associated with increased lake
browning will select for one phenotype over the other – indicating that that lake browning
will be a critical driver in pelagic species composition. I predict that increased browning
will modify both physical and chemical properties, thus creating an environment that will
favor one Pseudanabaena phenotype over the other: (1) with increased browning, the
growth rate of the green phenotype of Pseudanabaena would increase faster than the red
phenotype; (2) the green phenotype (PC only) would maintain photosynthetic activity
under browning, but the red phenotype (PC and PE) would display lower photosynthetic
activity; (3) the changes in light quantity and quality associated with browning would
result in a competitive displacement resulting in the green phenotype outcompeting the
red one. To test my hypothesis, I designed an ecophysiological study to: (1) investigate
the relationship between red and green phenotypes of Pseudanabaena (independently)
with DOM; and (2) investigate the potential competitive advantage of either the red or
green phenotypes of Pseudanabaena under browning conditions. This study was
conducted with Pseudanabaena collected after the “opportunistic” change in Lake
Dickson and provides a unique opportunity to address the uncertainties related to climate
change and its effects on browning.
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2

MATERIAL AND METHODS
2.1

Experimental Design

This investigation focused on two morphologically distinct Pseudanabaena isolates—one
with a red phenotype and one with a green phenotype (Fig. 2.1). The two Pseudanabaena
phenotypes were discovered in a Dolichospermum spp. bloom occurring in Dickson
Lake, Algonquin Park, Ontario, Canada in 2014. A subsample of the 2014 event was sent
to Western University (Ontario), where single-cell isolation techniques were used to
produce two non-axenic (cultures free of the presence of other organisms) unialgal
strains. Each phenotype culture was maintained on Bold’s Basal Medium (BBM) and
grown on a continuous light flux of 45 ± 5 µmol photons m-2 s-1. Cultures were
maintained at 23C and sub-cultured every four days.
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Figure 2.1 Images of the red (top left) and green (top right) phenotypes of
Pseudanabaena. Image (bottom) of the red (orange) and green (green) isolates with the
use of fluorescence microscopy (22).
Cultures were incubated in 125 mL Erlenmeyer flasks with 30 mL of medium.
Flasks containing Pseudanabaena phenotypes were incubated using an orbital shaker set
at 100 rpm. This gentle swirling reduced cell adhesion to the inside of the culture vessel,
enhanced cell access to nutrients (through the reduction settled packets of filaments) and
ensured a more uniform emulsion for subsampling the culture. Light was provided using
GE “cool white” fluorescent tubes positioned from above (Fig. 2.2)
Two sets of experiments were performed to assess if (A) cDOM influenced the
light spectrum available to the cells (the physical light field of cDOM) or (B) the
chemical presence of cDOM altered the growth of the two strains (either providing
nutrients, chelating nutrients, or supplying inhibitory compounds) (Fig. 2.2).
In the first experiment, defined concentrations of cDOM were placed in a Petri
dish located between the light source and the cultures, and the culture flask itself was
enclosed in an opaque cylinder to eliminate extraneous light that did not pass through the
cDOM-solution (Fig. 2.2, experimental design to the left). In the second experiment,
similar cDOM concentrations were provided directly to the growth medium and the light
was provided from above without attenuation (Fig. 2.2, experimental design to the right).
The Pseudanabaena phenotypes were exposed to different browning scenarios.
Suwannee River NOM was the cDOM proxy. Suwannee River NOM originates from the
Okefenokee Swamp in southern Georgia, USA, which ranges in cDOM concentrations
between 25 and 75 mg L-1. Suwannee River NOM derives from decomposing vegetation,
with Bald Cyprus (Taxodium distichum), a deciduous conifer, the most prevalent canopy
tree in the swamp (McKnight & Thorn, 1994). Suwannee River NOM has approximately
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50% carbon by weight (Huffman Laboratories, 2017). In wetlands similar to Suwannee
River, 75% of the cDOM is composed of humic substances, with fulvic to humic-acid
ratios generally at 9:1. Further information about the nutrient content and ratios of
Suwannee River NOM are presented in Table 2.1. Experimental treatments were created
using true color units (TCU) with the use of a certified color reference (Pt/Co) (Kutser et
al., 2005). TCU measures an absorbance of 420 nm and was used as a proxy for
brownification—420 nm is the specific wavelength used to measure the water color in
freshwater lakes (Weyhenmeyer et al., 2009). Organisms were exposed to the following
cDOM concentrations: 400, 200 (high) 100 (intermediate) and 0 TCU. These
concentrations represent lakes containing, high, intermediate and low amounts of cDOM.

Figure 2.2 Experimental setup used to investigate (experimental design to the left) the
physical properties of cDOM and (experimental design to the right) the physical and
chemical effects of the cDOM.
Table 2.1 Ratios and percentages of carbon, nitrogen and phosphorus in Suwannee River
NOM (Huffman Laboratories, 2017).
Suwannee River NOM
C:N (by moles)

40

C:P (by moles)

2 535

N:P (by moles)

64
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C:N:P (by moles)

1:40:2,535

%C

50.7

%N

1.27

%P

0.02

Figure 2.3 Standard curve of a certified color reference with Suwanee River NOM
(TCU).
Both experiments were carried out in 125 mL Erlenmeyer flasks. The flasks were
inoculated with a low cell density to reduce the likelihood of self-shading. Cell densities
were estimated daily, beginning from the initial inoculation (Day 0) and continued until
cells reached the stationary growth phase.

2.2

Cell Growth (k)

Cell growth was determined through daily measurements of optical density at 750 nm
(OD750) using a Cary 300 Bio UV-Visible spectrophotometer. Optical density was chosen
as the biomass proxy over more traditional measures (chlorophyll-a concentration or cell
counts) as (A) the small cells that make up filamentous cyanobacteria trichomes are too
difficult to count to provide the needed accuracy, and (B) chlorophyll-a is one of the
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pigments of interest in evaluating the performance of the photosystem. Optical density
represents overall particle density and is not impacted by the linear organization of the
trichomes, and is less prone to pigment interference, due to the wavelength extending
past the range of photosynthetic pigments. Optical density measurements were calibrated
to hemocytometry counts, allowing the estimation of cell concentrations (cells mL-1).
Growth (k) was calculated using the equation defined by Guillard (1973):
k (divisions day-1) = ln(N1/N0)/0.6931(T1-T0)
where N1 is the final cell density (cells mL-1), N0 is the initial cell density (cells mL-1),
and T1-T0 is the time in that elapsed (days).

Figure 2.4 Standard curve of cell count as a function of optical density for the red
phenotype of Pseudanabaena.

Figure 2.5 Standard curve of cell count as a function of optical density for the green
phenotype of Pseudanabaena.
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Standard curves relating cell density (with counts made using hemocytometry) to
optical density were established using growth experiments that were conducted in
triplicate and that were repeated independently three times. Averages for each experiment
followed by the averages of the three experiments were used to develop the standard
curve.

2.3

Cell Yield

Cell yield (Y, cellsmL 1) was calculated by averaging the cell densities from three
consecutive days once the culture reached stationary phase. Calculation of cell yield
represented the maximum biomass under the defined light/cDOM/nutrient conditions.

2.4

Pigment Extractions

Pigment content was assessed using the methods outlined in Arar et al. (1992). Cells were
collected on a series of Whatman® 25 mm GF/F filters, macerated using a Bead-Beater®,
and then extracted with 90% acetone for chlorophyll-a (Jeffrey& Humpfrey, 1975) or
phosphate buffer for PC and PE (Lawrenz et al., 2011). The pigments of the cells
collected on the filters were extracted (chlorophyll-a samples at -20oC for 24 hours and
phycobilin samples at 4oC for 24 hours), followed by centrifugation to remove particles.
Absorbance at 664 nm and 647 nm indicate the level of chlorophyll-a (Jeffrey and
Humpfrey, 1975), and absorbance at 545 nm and 620 nm indicate the level of PE and PC,
respectively (Lawrenz et al., 2011). An empirically derived equation created by Jeffrey
and Humpfrey (1975) was used to quantify the chlorophyll-a content, and equations from
Lawrenz et al. 2011 were used to quantify PC and PE contents outlined here:
Equation 1

chlorophyll-a = 11.93 E664 – 1.93 E647

where E664 is the absorbance at 664 nm and E647 the absorbance at 647 nm.

Equation 2
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where A is the absorbance value (620 nm for PC and 545 nm for PE),  is the molar
extinction coefficients (1.9  106 mol-1 cm-1 for PC and 2.41  106 mol-1 cm for PE), MW
are the molecular weights of the phycobilins (264,000 g mol-1 for phycocyanin and
240,000 for phycoerythrin), d is the path length of the cuvette and Vsample and Vbuffer are
the volume of the sample and buffer, respectively.

2.5

Light Specific Oxygen Evolution

A photosynthesis-energy (P-E) curve was generated to represent the photosynthetic
capacity of cyanobacterial cells. A LH11/2R light source at 650 nm was used to emit
light energy. Determination of light specific evolution rates was done through sampling
of 1.5 mL of culture. To ensure that CO2 was not limiting during the measurements,
0.084 g/mL of a prepared solution of bicarbonate was dissolved in distilled H2O and 0.15
mL added to the sample. A Hansatech Chlorolab 2 System was used to measure
photosynthesis, through changes in photosynthetically produced dissolved O2 levels.
Samples were exposed to the following fluxes (μmol photons m−2 s−1) with incubation
times in minutes in parentheses: 0 (4), 20 (3), 40 (3), 60 (3), 80 (3), 100 (2), 200 (2), 400
(2), 600 (2), and 800 (2) over a total 26-min exposure. Prior to light exposure,
measurement of respiration was done through change in dissolved O2 levels when
samples were incubated for 4 min in the darkness. The difference between oxygen
evolved during respiration at each photon flux allowed the determination of light specific
oxygen evolution rates. Light absorption rate (the slope, ) and the light saturation point
(Pmax) were determined with the generated P-E curve (Hansatech Oxygen Measurement
Systems Help Documentation 1.00).

2.6

Competition Experiment

Similar to Experiment 1, the red and green phenotypes of Pseudanabaena were sampled
from a Dolichospermum spp. bloom occurring in Dickson Lake, Algonquin Park,
Ontario, Canada in 2014. Organisms were maintained as non-axenic, unialgal strains in
the laboratory. Organisms were cultured and maintained in BBM and grown on
continuous light 45 ± 5 µmol photons m-2 s-1. Furthermore, to aid cell development and
reduce cell adhesion, species were placed on an orbital shaker at 100 rpm. Into the same
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125 mL Erlenmeyer flask, both phenotypes were added at equal optical densities (OD750
= 0.08) and at equal volumes, for a total volume of 50 mL (Oberhaus et al., 2007).
Organisms were exposed to four different concentrations of cDOM (400, 200, 100 and 0
TCU).

Figure 2.6 Experimental setup used to investigate the growth on the red and green
phenotypes of Pseudanabaena in a similar environment under different concentrations of
cDOM.
A similar setup to Experiment 1 was used where PVC surrounded the Erlenmeyer,
allowing light penetrating only from the top (Fig. 2.6). Suwannee River NOM was used
to mimic the effects of browning. The experiment comprised of three triplicates (3
samples) and the experiment was repeated three times. The relative abundance of each
phenotype was evaluated at the onset of the experiment (Day 0) and during the late
exponential phase of growth (Day 7). 1 mL was sampled from each flask and centrifuged
for 5 minutes. To limit cell movement and to increase image resolution, cells were fixed
with glutaraldehyde (Andersen, 2005). 200 L of sample were added to each slide.
Phenotype abundance was assessed with an AxioImager Z1 Upright epifluoresence
microscope. When PE-rich cells are exposed to blue light, they emit an intense yellow
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signal. When PE- and PC-rich cells are exposed to green light, they emit an intense
orange to red signal. The superimposition of both images captured under green and blue
light allowed for the differentiation of each phenotype (Stomp et al., 2007). Images of the
fields were taken and a total of seven different fields were counted and averaged to
determine the number of cells in each sample (Andersen, 2005). The number of cells
from each sample was multiplied by a factor calculated based on the resolution at which
images were taken. That value was then multiplied by 5 to bring the count to a per mL
basis.

2.7

Statistical analysis

One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with post-hoc Tukey’s analyses were performed
to determine the statistical significance of differences in growth and photosynthetic
parameters for each Pseudanabaena phenotype to cDOM. A two-way analysis of
variance (ANOVA) was performed to determine the statistical significance of differences
between both experimental designs (i.e. Experiment 1a, physical experiment vs
Experiment 1b, physical-chemical experiment).
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3

RESULTS
A summary of the effects of cDOM on the growth, pigment content and light

specific O2 evolution of the red and green phenotypes of Pseudanabaena in the
experiment designed to investigate the (A) light effects and (B) combined light and
nutrient effects is provided in Table 3.1. Results pertaining to the two-way ANOVA
investigating the effect of the experimental design for each specific organism yielded no
statistical significance for either organism at all concentrations of DOM.

Table 3.1. Effects of cDOM on the growth, pigment content and light specific O2
evolution of the red and green phenotypes of Pseudanabaena (k represents cell growth, Y
is yield, Chl-a is chlophyll-a content, PC is phycocyanin content, PE is phycoerythrin
content,  is the slope and Pmax is enzyme limited rates).
k

Y

Chl-a

PC

PE



Pmax

Effects of increased cDOM in terms of decreased light availability
Red
Green
Effects of increased cDOM in terms of decreased light but increased nutrient availability
Red
Green
* effect only seen at highest cDOM concentration (400 TCU)

*
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3.1

Growth

Growth rates were similar (p>0.05) for each phenotype across all cDOM concentrations
both in the experimental design to investigate the effects of cDOM on light availability,
and the experimental design to investigate the effects of cDOM on light and nutrient
availability (Fig. 3.1).

Figure 3.1 Growth rate (k) under different concentrations of DOM (expressed in true
color units) of the red and green phenotypes of Pseudanabaena (values expressed as
mean ± standard deviation, n = 3). For red phenotype (physical (■) and
physical/chemical (■)) and green phenotype (physical (■) and physical/chemical (■)).
Same lowercase letters indicate no significant of cDOM on the phenotype. Same
uppercase letters indicate no significant effect of experimental design on the phenotype.
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3.2

Yield

Yield (cellsmL-1) was significantly higher (p<0.05) for both phenotypes when no cDOM
was added (0 TCU), in the experiment designed to investigate the light effects of
increasing cDOM concentrations (1.05 x 108 cellsmL-1 for the red phenotype and 3.1 x
107 cellsmL-1 for the green phenotype). In contrast, yield was higher (p<0.05) for the red
phenotype when no cDOM was added (1.2 x 108 cellsmL-1; 0 TCU) compared to when
cDOM was added (100, 200 or 400 TCU), but yield was similar (p>0.05) for the green
phenotype irrespective of cDOM added (0, 100, 200 or 400 TCU), in the experiment
designed to investigate the light and nutrient effects of increasing cDOM concentrations.

Figure 3.2 Yield (106 cells mL-1) under different concentrations of DOM (expressed in
true color units) of the red and green phenotypes of Pseudanabaena (values expressed as
mean ± standard deviation, n = 3). For red phenotype (physical (■) and
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physical/chemical (■)) and green phenotype (physical (■) and physical/chemical (■)).
Same lowercase letters indicate no significant of cDOM on the phenotype. Same
uppercase letters indicate no significant effect of experimental design on the phenotype.

3.3

Photosynthesis pigments

Chlorophyll-a contents were similar (p>0.05) for each phenotype across all cDOM
concentrations both in the experimental design to investigate the light effects of
increasing cDOM concentrations, and the experimental design to investigate the light and
nutrient effects of increasing cDOM concentrations (Fig. 3.3).

Figure 3.3 Chlorophyll-a content (pg Chl-a cell-1) under different concentrations of DOM
(expressed in true color units) of the red and green phenotypes of Pseudanabaena (values
expressed as mean ± standard deviation, n = 3). For red phenotype (physical (■) and
physical/chemical (■)) and green phenotype (physical (■) and physical/chemical (■)).
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Same lowercase letters indicate no significant of cDOM on the phenotype. Same
uppercase letters indicate no significant effect of experimental design on the phenotype.

PC contents were similar (p>0.05) for the red phenotype across all cDOM
concentrations both in the experiment designed to investigate the light effects of
increasing cDOM concentrations and the experiment designed to investigate the light and
nutrient effects of increasing cDOM concentrations (Fig. 3.4). In contrast, PC contents
were not similar (p<0.05) for the green phenotype. The PC contents in the green
phenotype increased with increasing cDOM in the experiment designed to investigate the
light effects of cDOM. For example, the PC content at the highest cDOM investigated
(400 TCU, 0.41 pg PC cell-1) was approximately double the amount compared to no
cDOM (0 TCU, 0.22 pg PC cell-1) (p<0.05). Furthermore, the PC contents in the green
phenotype increased with increasing cDOM in the experiment designed to investigate the
light and nutrient effects of cDOM, but, in contrast to the first experiment, there was no
statistically significant difference across cDOM concentrations (Fig. 3.4).
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Figure 3.4 PC content (pg PC cell -1) under different concentrations of DOM (expressed
in true color units) of the red and green phenotypes of Pseudanabaena (values expressed
as mean ± standard deviation, n = 3). For red phenotype (physical (■) and
physical/chemical (■)) and green phenotype (physical (■) and physical/chemical (■)).
Same lowercase letters indicate no significant of cDOM on the phenotype. Same
uppercase letters indicate no significant effect of experimental design on the phenotype.
PE contents – which were present in the red phenotype only – were similar
(p>0.05) across all cDOM concentrations in the experiment designed to investigate the
effects of cDOM on light availability, but not similar (p<0.05) in the experiment designed
to investigate the effects of cDOM on light and nutrient availability where PE content
was significantly higher at no cDOM (0 TCU) and low (100 TCU) to moderate (200
TCU) compared to high cDOM (6.7 pg PE cell -1, 400 TCU) (Fig. 3.5).
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Figure 3.5 PE content (pg PE cell -1) under different concentrations of DOM (expressed
in true color units) of the red phenotype of Pseudanabaena (values expressed as mean±
standard deviation, n = 3). Physical (■) and physical/chemical (■) experiments. Same
lowercase letters indicate no significant of cDOM on the phenotype. Same uppercase
letters indicate no significant effect of experimental design on the phenotype.

3.4 Oxygen Evolution
Pmax was similar (p>0.05) for each phenotype across all cDOM concentrations both in the
experiment designed to investigate the light effects of increasing cDOM concentrations
and the experiment designed to investigate the light and nutrient effects of increasing
cDOM concentrations (Fig. 3.6). Enzyme-limited rates were similar (p>0.05) for each
phenotype across all cDOM concentrations in the experiment designed to investigate the
light effects of increasing cDOM concentrations. In contrast, enzyme-limited rates were
not similar (p<0.05) in the red phenotype – with higher rates at no cDOM (22.3 mol O2
(109) h-1; 0 TCU) than at moderate (19.0 mol O2 (109) h-1; 200 TCU) and high (18.0
mol O2 (109) h-1; 400 TCU) cDOM – but were similar (p>0.05) in the green phenotype
in the experiment designed to investigate the light and nutrient effects of increasing
cDOM concentrations (Fig. 3.7).
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Figure 3.6 Slope () under different concentrations of DOM (expressed in true color
units) of the red and green phenotypes of Pseudanabaena (values expressed as mean ±
standard deviation, n = 3). For red phenotype (physical (■) and physical/chemical (■))
and green phenotype (physical (■) and physical/chemical (■)). Same lowercase letters
indicate no significant of cDOM on the phenotype. Same uppercase letters indicate no
significant effect of experimental design on the phenotype.
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Figure 3.7 Enzyme-limited rates of the photosystem (Pmax) under different concentrations
of DOM (expressed in true color units) of the red and green phenotypes of
Pseudanabaena (values expressed as mean ± standard deviation, n = 3). For red
phenotype (physical (■) and physical/chemical (■)) and green phenotype (physical (■)
and physical/chemical (■)). Same lowercase letters indicate no significant physical
effect of cDOM on the phenotype. Same uppercase letters indicate no significant
interactive physical and chemical effect of cDOM on the phenotype.
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Table 3.2 Growth, pigment content and light specific O2 evolution of the red and green
phenotypes of Pseudanabaena exposed to four different concentrations of cDOM to
investigate the light effects of increasing cDOM on the phenotypes (means ± SD, n= 3).
Same lowercase letters indicate no significant of cDOM on the phenotype. Same
uppercase letters indicate no significant effect of experimental design on the phenotype.

Growth
Organism

Pigment Content (pg cell -1)

Light specific O2
evolution
(mol O2 (109)h-1)

Chl-a

α

[DOM]

k (d-1)

0
100
Red
200
400
0
100
Green
200
400

0.88±
0.05aA
0.84±
0.07aA
0.89±
0.01aA
0.89±
0.06aA
0.88±
0.06aA
0.81±
0.07aA
0.84±
0.01aA
0.82±
0.06aA

Y (106 Cells
mL-1)
105±
7.0aA
89.6±
5.3bA
88.7±
3.2bA
85.7±
3.5bA
61.2±
5.7aA
50.8±
8.0bA
46.9±
10bcA
3.1±
6.3cA

0.014±
0.001aA
0.012±
0.001aA
0.012±
0.001aA
0.011±
0.001aA
0.029±
0.001aA
0.030±
0.004aA
0.026±
0.003aA
0.025±
0.002aA

PC
0.14±
0.01aA
0.13±
0.03aA
0.16±
0.04aA
0.16±
0.03aA
0.22±
0.05aA
0.33±
0.04abA
0.36±
0.0bA
0.48±
0.0bA

PE
7.63±
1.08a
7.54±
0.17a
7.66±
0.96a
7.94±
0.37a

0.15±
0.01aA
0.13±
0.02aA
0.14±
0.01aA
0.14±
0.03aA
0.38±
0.13aA
0.40±
0.01aA
0.42±
0.07aA
0.49±
0.03aA

Pmax
7.63±
3.6aA
7.54±
0.5aA
7.66±
2.3aA
7.94±
0.5aA
37±
3.9aA
36±
5.3aA
37±
5.1aA
38±
2.9aA
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Table 3.3 Growth, pigment content and light specific O2 evolution of the red and green
phenotypes of Pseudanabaena exposed to four different concentrations of DOM
investigate the light and nutrient effects of increasing cDOM on the phenotypes (means ±
SD, n= 3). Same lowercase letters indicate no significant of cDOM on the phenotype.
Same uppercase letters indicate no significant effect of experimental design on the
phenotype.

-1

Growth
Organism

Pigment Content (pg cell )

Light specific O2
evolution
9 -1
(mol O2 (10 )h )

[DOM]

6

k (d )

Y (10 Cells
-1
mL )

Chl-a

PC

PE

α

Pmax

0

0.87±
0.06aA

11.4±
5.8aA

0.011±
0.001aA

0.13±
0.01aA

7.99±
0.18a

0.14±
0.01aA

22±
4.1aA

100

0.86±
0.07aA
0.97±
0.01aA

94.0±
8.0abA
88.2±
10bA

0.011±
0.001aA
0.012±
0.001aA

0.14±
0.02aA
0.16±
0.04aA

7.98±
0.49a
8.57±
1.73a

0.12±
0.02aA
0.13±
0.01aA

21±
2.5abA
19±
1.6bA

400

0.92±
0.06aA

92.4±
8.2bA

0.012±
0.002aA

0.13±
0.02aA

6.69±
1.12b

0.13±
0.02aA

18±
1.4bA

0

0.94±
0.13aA

59.0±
2.2aA

0.030±
0.005aA

0.25±
0.02aA

0.42±
0.05aA

42±
4.8aA

100

0.82±
0.11aA

60.2±
7.4aA

0.028±
0.005aA

0.22±
0.03aA

0.42±
0.03aA

39±
4.9aA

200

0.97±
0.19aA
0.90±
0.19aA

68.2±
1.7aA
56.3±
6.5aA

0.031±
0.003aA
0.029±
0.003aA

0.30±
0.05aA
0.31±
0.09aA

0.44±
0.02aA
0.44±
0.03aA

41±
7.2aA
36±
11aA

-1

Red
200

Green

400
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3.5 Competition Experiment
When grown together cDOM did not influence the relative abundances of either red and
green phenotypes where there is approximately 70% of red organism and 30% of green at
all concentrations of cDOM. Furthermore, no statistical significance was observed for
either organism (p<0.05) where the proportions across all DOM concentrations are
approximately 70% red and 30% green (Fig. 3.8).

Figure 3.8 Relative abundance of cells for the red (■) and green (■) phenotypes of
Pseudanabaena (mean ± standard deviation, n = 3). Same lowercase letters indicate no
significant of cDOM on the red phenotype. Same uppercase letters indicate no significant
of cDOM on the green phenotype.
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Table 3.4 Yield of the red and green phenotypes of Pseudanabaena exposed to four
different concentrations of DOM in the experiment designed to investigate competition
between the phenotypes (means ± SD, n= 3). Same lowercase letters indicate no
significant of cDOM on the red phenotype. Same uppercase letters indicate no significant
of cDOM on the green phenotype.

Organism

[cDOM]

0
100
Red
200
400
0
100
Green
200
400

6

-1

Y (10 Cells mL )

29.4 ± 0.34a
22.9 ± 0.57a
22.39 ± 0.55a
22.4 ± 0.50a
12.9 ± 0.29A
11.6 ± 0.27A
11.6 ± 0.26A
10.6 ± 0.23A

Table 3.4 Yield of the red and green phenotypes of Pseudanabaena exposed to four
different concentrations of DOM in the experiment designed to investigate competition
between the phenotypes
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4

DISCUSSION

Phytoplankton niche distribution is greatly influenced by light and nutrient availability
(Hutchinson, 1957; 1961). Increased inputs of terrestrial cDOM to freshwater lakes
significantly affect these selective ecological drivers, and this in turn significantly alters
ecosystem function and structure (Solomon et al., 2015). Lakes with high concentrations
of cDOM will lead to steeper and shallower thermal gradients between warm oxygenated
surface water and cold deoxygenated water (Solomon et al., 2015), which will have
profound effects on the mixing ability of lakes and therefore affect the ecological niche
distribution of phytoplankton. This study exploits the knowledge that two
phenotypically-distinct organisms from a similar genus could coexist in the altered
cDOM environment. Simply put, did the input of cDOM open two distinct ecological
niches that harbor one of the two isolates? Furthermore, can we reverse engineer our
understanding of the niche by comparing the physiological responses of the two isolates
to lower light regimes generated by DOM?

4.1

Cell Growth and Yield

I predicted that with increased browning, the growth rate of the green phenotype of
Pseudanabaena would increase faster than the red phenotype. PC-rich green
phenotype will absorb the longer wavelengths (red and orange) of the electromagnetic
spectrum, whereas the PE-rich red phenotype will absorb the shorter wavelengths (blue
and green). Even though cDOM attenuates light, it absorbs the shorter wavelengths of the
visible spectrum, therefore favoring green cyanobacteria who exploit the longer
wavelengths.
I found that increasing cDOM did not affect the growth rate of either phenotype.
cDOM did reduce the yield of both phenotypes when the cDOM was provided externally
affecting only the light regime, but the reduced yield disappeared for the green phenotype
when the cDOM was provided internally affecting light and nutrient. The green
phenotype was able to maintain photosynthetic efficiency with increasing cDOM. The
contrasting results, depending on if the cDOM was provided externally or internally,
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suggested that the chemical properties of cDOM played a significant role in the growth,
yield and photosynthetic efficiency of the green phenotype.
Various Pseudanabaena species have shown the ability to metabolize cDOM in
similar manners as heterotrophic bacteria (Kling et al., 2012). Phytoplankton’s ability to
metabolize cDOM will be an important factor in its adaptation to climate change;
generally used for survival purposes, phytoplankton’s utilization of cDOM supplements
photosynthesis instead of being considered the main strategy to supplement the
organism’s metabolic requirements (Znachor & Nedoma, 2010). Browner lakes will be
subject to decreases in C to nutrient ratios at the basal trophic level with increased cDOM
concentrations. Phytoplankton such as Pseudanabaena may adapt to high-cDOM
conditions, but the basal trophic level will shift further to greater bacterial dominance
(Creed et al., 2018).
There was no evidence that the red phenotype displayed mixotrophy, meaning
that it has the physiologic ability of being a heterotroph and an autotroph, and there was
no evidence that the red phenotype had reduced photosynthetic efficiency with increasing
cDOM.

4.2

Photosynthetic Activity

I predicted that the green phenotype (PC only) would maintain photosynthetic activity
under browning, but the red phenotype (PC and PE) would display lower photosynthetic
activity. With lower light, phytoplankton will reduce the rate of energy supplied into their
carbon fixation and growth (decreasing yield in response) in order to allocate that energy
into their light harvesting system (increasing pigment content in response) (Geider et al.,
1997). With lower shorter wavelengths of light, phytoplankton that are PC-rich will be
expected to increase. So, lower yields and shift to higher cyanobacteria. Cyanobacteria
vary – with some having only PC and others having both PC and PE.
When cDOM reduced light availability only, I found that the green phenotype
increased the PC content per cell with increasing cDOM concentration, but at the cost of
reduced yields. Under browning conditions, where the shorter wavelengths of the visible
spectrum are being absorbed, it will lead to the prevalence of red and orange colors,
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which are absorbed by PC. The green phenotype invested more energy into increasing its
PC content in order to be photosynthetically be more performant. PC acts as an accessory
pigment in photosynthesis by transferring energy to chlorophyll-a (primary
photosynthetic pigment), which further explains similar amounts of that chlorophyll-a
across the cDOM concentrations (Glazer, 1977). However, when cDOM reduced light
availability but increased nutrient availability, I found that the green phenotype did not
have a change in pigment contents and yield was maintained across the cDOM
concentrations. cDOM showed little effect on the light specific oxygen evolution ( and
Pmax) for the green phenotype; photosynthetic activity is expected to follow the response
of chlorophyll-a, since it is the main photosynthetic pigment in this organism. The green
phenotype was not required to transfer energy from growth to its photosynthetic
apparatus due potentially to the potential presence of nutrients supplied by cDOM
(Znachor & Nedoma, 2010). Additions of N and P by cDOM potentially aided in the
contribution of RUBISCO, which is an enzyme involved in carbon fixation during
photosynthesis, to cell protein, leading to increases in the photosynthetic rate (Williams et
al., 2002).
I also found that the photosynthetic activity of the red phenotype was not affected
by increasing cDOM. Chlorophyll-a, PC and PE contents showed relatively little change
across all cDOM concentrations (with one exception, where there was significantly lower
PE in the red phenotype at the highest cDOM concentration under light only experiment),
but yields were still reduced. The variety of photosynthetic pigments the red phenotype
contains allows it to capture light at large number of wavelengths. PE values were
constant across all cDOM concentrations while yield values decreased suggesting that
cDOM had a greater effect on the light availability rather than the light spectral quality
(i.e. the quantity of light and the presence of specific wavelengths of the visible
spectrum). The photosynthetic activity of the red phenotype showed a decrease at the
highest cDOM concentration. Furthermore, chlorophyll-a, PC, PE,  and Pmax values
were lowest at 400 TCU. cDOM is having an effect on the photosynthetic activity of that
organism, but these effects are not strong enough to expect changes in the red phenotype
population. If there is increased browning, the red phenotype will likely be more sensitive
to these changes.
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4.3

Competition Experiment

I predicted that the changes in light quantity and quality associated with browning would
result in a competitive displacement resulting in the green phenotype outcompeting the
red one. I found that cDOM did not change the ratios of red to green as the percentage of
each organism was similar across all concentrations (~70% red and ~30% green). Even
though the red phenotype was higher at all cDOM concentrations, I was unable to state
that the red phenotype had a competitive advantage over the green one. The red
phenotype is a faster growing species as it has small cells that are able to rapidly uptake
nutrients that will lead to a burst of growth that will lead to a higher biomass than the
green one. Yield results from the experiments conducted when the cells were grown
individually show that the red phenotype consistently presented a higher number of cells
than the green one.
Coexistence of the red and green phenotypes can be attributed to their adaptive
divergence in pigment composition, leading to the use of different light spectra for both
strains of Pseudanabaena (Oberhaus et al., 2007). Organisms of the Pseudanabaena
genus have been reported to be found in various environments worldwide, which include
freshwater and marine environments, highlighting the ability of these organism to adapt
to a variety of environments (Stal et al., 2003; Nishizawa, et al., 2010). Pseudanabaena
are believed to be strong competitors in fluctuating light environments, with some species
of the genus having the ability to chromatically adapt to changing light availability
(Acinas et al., 2009). While our Pseudanabaena organisms did not display chromatic
adaptation, they present the ability of adapting to a changing environment by regulating
their pigment content in response to changes in light quality, which therefore will give
them a competitive advantage over other species of phytoplankton.
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5

CONCLUSION
5.1

Main Findings

Climate change is affecting northern terrestrial ecosystems by modifying species
composition from coniferous to deciduous (McKenney et al., 2014), and altering
hydrological cycles that will change the delivery of water and nutrients to surface waters
(Andréasson, et al., 2004). These climate-driven changes are resulting in increased inputs
of terrestrially-derived cDOM into freshwater lakes (Creed et al., 2018). Terrestriallyderived cDOM affects the amount and spectral properties of light (Findlay, 2003) and
increases the nutrient concentrations (Jones, 1998) in lakes, leading to potential
modifications of ecological niches that influence phytoplankton productivity and
composition within these systems.
I examined the light and nutrient effects of cDOM on the growth and
photosynthetic activity of red and green phenotypes of Pseudanabaena, a
cyanobacterium found in a phytoplankton bloom-forming northern lake. My findings
indicated that total phytoplankton biomass decreased with increasing cDOM. When
phenotypes were grown individually, cDOM’s effect on light properties resulted in a
reduction in yield of both the red and green phenotypes. Furthermore, when phenotypes
were grown together, cDOM did not create a competitive advantage for one phenotype
over the other, as the proportion of each phenotype in the total biomass remained
constant across all cDOM concentrations. Generally found in different ecological niches
of a freshwater lake – the green phenotype located at the lake’s surface whereas the red
phenotype located lower in the water column at the metalimnion – this study suggests
that these phenotypes can coexist in similar ecological niches. The total phytoplankton
biomass decreased with increasing cDOM, but the photosynthetic activity of
Pseudanabaena remained constant. I found that the green phenotype increased its
production of phycocyanin in response to browning. I also found that the red phenotype
was able to maintain its production of PC and PE across all cDOM concentrations, with
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the ability to produce PE enabling it to absorb light at wavelengths that the green
phenotype was unable to.
Climate change is expected to continue to warm and brown northern lakes. The
increased cDOM will benefit the green phenotype of Pseudananbaena; even though it
will be negatively impacted by lower light, it will be positively impacted by higher
nutrient availability as it has mixotrophic traits – autotrophic and heterotrophic –will
enable it to access to cDOM-bound nutrients and thrive in brown waters. cDOM will not
benefit the red phenotype of Pseudananbaena as this phenotype has already acclimated to
low light intensity environments and it did not benefit from the new nutrient supply
associated with cDOM. There was no evidence that either phenotype detrimentally
affected the other.

5.2

Significance

Much work remains to improve scientific understanding of the role of Pseudanabaena in
freshwater phytoplankton blooms. Pseudanabaena species share a common ancestor that
evolved into different species that occupy different ecological niches along the visible
electromagnetic spectrum (Stomp et al., 2007). The presence of the red and green
phenotypes of Pseudanabaena highlights the complexity of biological responses to
climate change, and that warmer and browner waters are at risk of a higher proportion of
cyanobacteria.
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Appendices
Appendix A. Absorbance spectra of the red and green phenotypes of Pseudanabaena.
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Appendix B. Mean values of filament length, cell width and cell length (M) of the red
and green phenotypes of Pseudanabaena. Paired t-tests were performed to assess
differences in morphology between the red and green phenotype. Significant differences
(p < 0.05) were observed for all measurements. Analysis done by K.J. Erratt, Western
University.

Organism

Filament Length (M)

Cell Width (M)

Cell Length (M)

Red phenotype

33.25

1.51

2.41

Green phenotype

312.15

1.64

5.26
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Appendix C. Phylogenetic tree describing the location of the red and green phenotypes of
Pseudanabaena (Ferrara, 2018)
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